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	Cloud Computing Strategies, 9781439834534 (1439834539), CRC Press, 2010


	Over the last few years daily papers as well as weekly and monthly magazines and

	the media have been heralding “digital U.S.,” “digital Europe,” and “digital Asia.”

	America and most countries of the European Union are already wired. They score

	highly on access to broadband, while Internet has become a household word. But

	this is only part of the new environment that is evolving.





	In the five and a half decades since the first commercial applications of digital

	computers at General Electric’s factory in Louisville, Kentucky, we have passed

	the stone, copper, and steel ages of computer technology. We have developed at a

	rapid pace successive generations of hardware but at the same time hardly reached

	adolescence in software development. Consequently, many user organizations have

	found themselves in the midst of the software snarls.





	Now we are entering into the software age. Programming products available

	as commodity packages came to the market in the late 1960s and brought computer

	applications out of boyhood. Twenty years later, in the late 1980s, software

	was in its teens, thanks to the Internet. However, all this is past. Today, another

	two decades down the line, adulthood may come to applications programming

	through onDemand facilities, also known as software as a service (SaaS).





	OnDemand is a generic issue in cloud computing; cloud computing is a strategic

	inflection point in information technology. Not only applications software but

	also platforms, infrastructure, and enabling services—in short, all four pillars on

	which the cloud rests—may be onDemand, as contrasted to the onPremises practice,

	which has dominated IT so far.
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VMware ESX Server in the Enterprise: Planning and Securing Virtualization ServersPrentice Hall, 2008
VMware ESX Server in the Enterprise is the definitive, real-world guide to planning, deploying, and managing today’s leading virtual infrastructure platform in mission-critical environments.
 

Drawing on his extensive experience consulting on large-scale ESX Server implementations,...


		

Rehab Notes: A Clinical Examination Pocket Guide (Davis Notes)F. A. Davis Company, 2006

	This innovative, easy-to-access, pocket guide of essential assessment and treatment information is the ideal patient-side tool for students and rehabilitation clinicians. It s chocked full of critical information that you are unlikely to memorize, but always need close at hand when treating patients.
...

		

Thinking in Java (4th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2006

	Thinking in Java has earned raves from programmers worldwide for its extraordinary clarity, careful organization, and small, direct programming examples. From the fundamentals of Java syntax to its most advanced features, Thinking in Java is designed to teach, one simple step at a time.
...




	

JavaScript in 24 Hours, Sams Teach Yourself (6th Edition)Sams Publishing, 2015

	This introduction walks you through a few basic things before you begin reading,

	including who this book was written for, why it was written, the conventions employed

	in this book and in the Sams Teach Yourself series, how the content is organized, and

	the tools you need to create JavaScript.
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Metasploit Toolkit for Penetration Testing, Exploit Development, and Vulnerability ResearchSyngress Publishing, 2007
This is the first book available for the Metasploit Framework (MSF), which is the attack platform of choice for one of the fastest growing careers in IT security: Penetration Testing. The book and companion Web site will provide professional penetration testers and security researchers with a fully integrated suite of tools for discovering,...

		

100 Strangest MysteriesMetro Books, 2007
THE BEAST OF BODMIN: whether it is a native cat, previously thought extinct, or an escaped exotic pet, the Beast of Bodmin is a creature that refuses to disappear. Indeed, sightings of the panther-like creature continue apace and, unlike other mysterious beasts, modern technology is actually helping to prove its existence. Bodmin Moor is an area of...
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